
I am with a girl going through a cafeteria and skip the queue for desert. It is actually a very good sugar cake and we decide to go back. The queue is now much bigger but she anyway place herself almost in the front. I then pretend to be with her and we just stay next to each other waiting.

I am at a lecture hall and replace my professor who needs to talk to another professor. I then introduce the student with a creative assignment and one of them shows me a drawings of an hamburger. The professors are shocked but I explain them how to combine different ideas together. 

I am with my best friend trying to back up a camper from a parking lot. We don't manage and decide to check in an airport. The steward already has my ticket and asks me what is my profession. I explain to him that I am both a philosopher and an artist but he assumes I am a mathematician.

I am jogging on an asphalted road that starts going uphill. It actually turns to the left but I need to keep to the right in order to go back. The view on the left is very beautiful and I want to go there anyway but a truck is coming and I have to keep to the right in a playground with plastic floor. 

I am in a garage at night with my Colombian friend loading some panels on a pickup. As I seat on a corner to draw he gets in with a Swedish girl and starts making out. A even prettier girl comes seating next to me and pretends to look at my drawings but tries to touch me with her legs. 

My stepfather is driving me and my family through a natural reserve on the mountains. I am seating in the back with my son and show him how deep is the valley below. There is actually a big river with clear water but then the valley turns in a hill and the water reappears on the opposite side.

I am with a friend inside a big and dark room where allot of people are waiting for the chiropractor. They have to fill in allot of forms and the queue is not moving. We get in line anyway and finally a doctor arrives. He is actually really young and I realize that he is just a student.

I am in my parents' city with an old friend and join a protest. We then follow the protesters in a café where they serve free breakfast. I seat next to a girl with red hairs and she tells me that she actually knows me. I then realize that my friend has also red hairs and they might be siblings.

I am with a guy and tell him to take another guy through the forest. We just made him our prisoner but he tries to escape. He has a stick and I also pick up a stick to fight him back. He then gets back to the forest with a group of Muslims girls and I show them a missing step in the escalator.

I am with my old friends going through a village and reach an amusement park. We have to go through a pool with water to get in and we decide to take a side entrance. Inside they are playing volleyball in a big field. A girl manages to score but a guy can barely hit the ball across the net.

I am in my studio talking to an old artist friend who sold me her old laptop. As we talk she tells me about a virus that she was not able to remove when she still owned it. I then start taking notes and she explains me how she got it when trying to copy a whole program to read the retina.       

I am in the apartment with my wife and look at a small orange house outside. I have actually bought it and I am moving there but my wife is jealous. I then show her that there is a little window in the back and we can communicate from there but the house is too much on the side.

I am in a gallery when my Chinese boss comes in. I first think he wants to beat me and get ready to fight back but he is only there to set up a show with another architect. They start discussing about some old drawings and my boss argues that they should be photocopied in black and white.

I have my new mattress in a park and my Finnish friend is trying it. I ask her how she feels but she tells me that it is uncomfortable although it is very expensive. Her boyfriend starts talking to some Indians and she goes to photograph them even though his father is also Indian.

I am my new apartment and realize that I have just ordered some prints that I already have. I then call the shop asking if it is possible to print another batch but it is too late. I then think that I can always try to sell them and hang up. My wife is actually there and tells me that I am stressed.

My wife and I just bought a place out of town and take a bus to reach it. As we are going through an old forest the bus driver turns on a road going up hill. I am very excited that our new place is in the mountains but we keep going up hill and it turns out that is too far away from the city. 

I am under a small tree with apples and start lecturing to my professors on the opposite side. I start explaining to them how nature is disrupted by machines but suddenly realize my silly argument. I then get back in the university cafeteria and keep sipping my meat soup in silence.

I get in a small square with a pilaster in the middle and tell my Colombian student that I want my portraits installed there. He then goes to talk to a curator but I realize that the pilaster is too small and I stop him. He actually shows me that the entrance of the post-office is attached to it.

I am seating with a real estate agent and sign the contract for a summer house. I am actually inside it and go out to check it. The garden is pretty big but there is a metal house right in front. They have music playing loud inside and as I turn back I realize that the bottom of my house is a café.

I am following a path to another city and have to climb across a rock formation. There are many cracks to hold on and I manage to keep moving. The rock starts getting flat and I suddenly remember that this is the path where a family friend had to call an helicopter. I am actually on a road.

A black guy is under a bridge removing the shaving foam off another black guy who has been killed in the civil war. The latter wanted to have something light so that it could have fly to the sky if he was killed. I start to get moved but then the dead guy raises up alive and I get disappointed.

I am in my bedroom trying to set up a phone. There is actually someone connected and I find that it is an old girlfriend. We then start discussing how much we miss each other but she is now married and hangs up. I then get back to fix the phone but receive a dinner invitation from my sister.

I am in my parents' old kitchen looking at a map of Europe and start marking places where I want to go. I find a city in the middle of the alps and my mother tells me that we can go there for winter holiday even though it might be too expensive. She then tells me not to think about the weekend.

I am in a small office at night calling my new university for a certificate. No one picks up the phone and I call my old university. A secretary answers and I realize that she certainly cannot help me but I explain the situation and she actually can.

A man is in a forest after a battle attending his companion who got wounded. Suddenly the tartars come shhoting arrows at their enemies. The man hides behind a tree and his friend ends up in a prison of red and blue glass panels from where he tries to contact his king in a blue prison below.

I am in a shopping center and look for a shop where to buy a metal support. I find a very high class furniture store and ask the owner inside explaining that I saw it in his catalogue. He actually knows me from a small village where I used to live and get his assistant to help me find it on a shelf.

We are out in the country walking on a bike path when some black people pass us. One of them who is not so dark greets my son and the latter waves his fist at him. I try to reproach him but he calls him a niger and my wife leaves very disappointed.

I am with a foreign family in the backseat of a car going through a flat forest. The man driving is actually Brazilian and I tell him to slow down as there are too many bumps. He then tells me that he never got any points taken from his driver license and I realize he is my grandfather.

My sister and I are at the mechanic with another group of persons leaving their car there. They are actually going hiking and I show my sister a guy with an old cartoon character on his t-shirt. We make fun of him although he is actually a tough guy and might get upset.

I am interviewing my fellow researchers and a feminist girl tries to make me talk to another feminist. I pretend to misunderstand her and interview a little Japanese with onions printed on her pajama. I then try to explain how Japanese people eat raw onions but she is eating a small one herself. 

I get an e-mail from a colleague and read the title saying that they are forming a group of people with Venetian origins. I then look at the actual e-mail and see that there are already three of us. One guy is actually from Hungary and I wonder if they are not referring to the Austrian empire.

I am walking on a long bridge with an old friend. As we reach the opposite side he starts telling me of a movie he has recently watched with other friends. It is about a group of Italian students ending up in a Icelandic farm where allot of funny things happen but they are all very vulgar.

A man goes up to his apartment at night with his wife. He actually regrets not to have said goodbye to his king below and opens the window to do so but the neighbours reproach him. He then get down to the parking lot with a spade and as it turns day light he cuts them all into pieces.

I am at my parents-in-law's and join them for dinner. My father-in-law gets really angry with me after he discovers that I have bought a land. He would have had so much land himself to give me and he jells at me me to leave. Outside I meet my brother-in-law and I try to explain myself to him.

I am at a seminar when a lesbian girl starts rubbing her leg on me. We then move to another building for a medical seminar and I seat close to another girl. I then show her a program but there is a naked model. The teacher also shows us the same program with naked girls forming a whale.

I am with my son in a mountain village and see a girl jogging down hill. We then start running after her and stop at the bottom where we find a broken ball to kick back up. The girl also joins us but we end up in a cellar where she tells me that she has noticed me with another girl.

I am at a park filming a guy waiting at a bus stop. My son actually pushes me and I have to film again but then I get pushed by an Italian guy. He wants me to go on a trip with two girls and I look at a map. We could drive all the way south but then I remember of a natural reserve in the center.

I am listening to a professor who talk about photographing his hand. I then wait for him to finish and tell him about my project. As he tells me that he actually knows about it a group of students comes and we start doing the train around. The professor is impressed by a girl filming her mouth. 

I am on a bus coming back from an island and discover that I have to pay an extra fee. As I try to ask the bus driver he stops to help an elegant lady walking on the ditch. She is looking for her stuff after her car crashed. She finds a black umbrella and I realize that I just found an identical one.

I am in the living room seating on the floor and holding a towel on my nose. It is actually dirty and the bad taste gets in my mouth. As I turn around I find my wife laying on the sofa behind. She actually kisses me in the mouth but seems to enjoy despite the bad taste.

I am at school with my son who is now a big boy. We are running late for swimming classes and I tell him to hurry. He wants to get out just with his swimming suit on and I tell him to get at least the towel. It is in the changing room and he will have to go through a shower with a lizard on top.

I am with my parents looking at a map with a peninsula on a big lake. We actually drive there and leave the car in the parking of a condominium. We then walk down the peninsula and come to an old fort from where I try to film but it is actually prohibited and a man blocks my view of the lake.

I am with my stepfather in our old basement after an argument. The office table has been prepared to eat and he points at a white dish. I then color it with a brown marker but he keep pointing at it. I then notice a small trace of blood and realize that I have slightly injured him in his finger.

I am at school talking about Jewish people who were too tall to wear pants. As we discuss other prejudices an old documentary shows a boy who was taught by his mom to hate Jews. They actually end up in an elevator where a Jewish woman is trapped but he refuses to jump and help her.

I am going to the sea and walk up a hill using a long knife as a stick. There is actually a marathon approaching and I hurry past my parents-in-law to pick up a bar white chocolate. Two of the runners reach me and one of them manages to pick up a brown chocolate. We then decide to share.  

I am in the car with my parents driving by a precipice and tell them that I need a German car. My stepfather can take me to see it and I ask him if he knows the car dealer. He then tells me that they know one selling small English cars. I then decide that we can go for one of them instead.

I pass by a bar at night and find that there is a group of people inside even though it is closed. They are actually divided into pairs ready to dance Latin American music. One of the pair is from Latin America and they dance with a white girl who does not have a partner.

I am driving with my cousin and wait for my parents behind. We are at the entrance of an highway and are forced to go in because the traffic. I then tell my cousin that we can reach the destination without my parents but he looks at the map and tells me that we are going the wrong direction. 

I am at an airport with my colleagues doing interviews to people. I then follow a short girl from the South and ask her what she thinks about the building. She is also a researcher and shows me the readings she has. They are actually really relevant and I ask her to make a copy of them.

I am walking out of a platform together with an older man. We then get on a metal bridge going over the railroad and he gives me a soda cork before we separate. It is written in a strange alphabet and I understand that he is from Turkey. I tell him that even though he is a citizen of the world. 

I am on a road where my son is trying to park a car. He backs up too fast and ends up far from the sidewalk. I then park it for him and we go with an American guy in a pizza place. It is actually our apartment building and I look from above at the name of the square where we just have parked.

I am in a shop in my native town and help the young shop assistant with her baby. I then tell her that I also grew up there as a baby and mention my stepfather. He is actually passing by and I join him to another shop. We keep outside and he calls the owner to buy a tool to fix his bike.

I am attending a small seminar among my senior colleagues. They are really sophisticated in their talking and I get demoralized but then the director points at a woman to talk. She then lifts her hand but two of my junior colleagues come in dressing like pin ups girls but their breast is very flat.

I am in a changing room and my black maid complains that I had him painting the locker. There is actually a brand new yellow locker that my white maid had bought for the other side of the room. As I use that instead for my clothes I realize that it doesn't really match with the lime green wall.

I am in a hotel and realize that I am getting late for my flight. I then tell the receptionist to call a taxi but there is another costumer ahead waiting. There are actually some cheap taxis on the other side of the railroad and I run there to take one but as I reach them I find that there is a long line.

I am walking on a bike path after being to the family dentist. He didn't find any cavities and I go up to his house from where he can see the sea. He is actually with me and explains how to get there but I tell him that I have passed in front of it many times with my son on our way to the beach.

It is very early in the morning and I am at a summer house with my parents. They are getting ready to leave but I still have an highschool exam to take and I am actually late. I only have my swim suit on and I try to find some decent clothes but only find white t-shirts and I give it up.

I am at a party on a sidewalk and seat between my sister and her cute friend. My colleagues are also there and I try to get them into a discussion so that they don't think bad of me. I then show them a piece of a toy my son just got and tell them how cool it is that they printed our target plate.

I am in the cabin that I just bought from a dead Russian. It is still all furnished and I notice a small picture of his wife. It actually falls showing the back with her crying. As I move in another room I find a foldable ice-axe. As I try to unfold it I find that there are many unfoldable ones on the bed.

I am on a car with a girl driving along a rocky coast. We actually start to go down and the sun hits us ahead. The landscape is so beautiful and we pass a bold man running. I then demand the girl to also let me down. By the time she does it we have turned and the sun has set.

I am seating in the living room with my grandfsther rubbing his leg against me. I am actually working with my laptop and move to another side of the sofa where I realize that he is my Chinese boss. He asks me if I am saving so that he can have his money back but I want to see a lawyer. 

I am at the university and meet an old Chinese colleague. As I try to talk to him my new professor walks by and I introduce them to each other. I tell her how important he is in China but she is not so impressed until he gives her a business card in a capsule. She then becomes really grateful.

I am supposed to give a presentation in a museum and have a room arranged with my work. I realize that a table in the center is missing and I go to the basement. I only find a chair and as I go back the audience is already waiting. I then start my presentation but cannot access my website.

I am on a beach with a fat guy and I start to split the tubes of an inflated mattress. As I manage to split a long one I see my Greek classmate coming towards us. I then tell him that he can lays with us and that there is enough space even though the other guy is actually too fat.

I am in a big store with my family and test a big camera. I start taking random pictures but an aggressive guy is in front of me and he gets irritated. I then tell him that I actually like his character as he reminds me of my father. He leaves and I zoom in the first picture but only find a mouth.

I am skating in a ring where they are awarding some young dancers. I am also really good but end up behind the shop of a family friend. He then shows me the path out. I end up on the rock and come down in full speed pirouetting around a bookshelf. The jury sees me but doesn't award me.

I am in class with just another student and the professor suddenly calls me to the black board. He wants me to explain the chemical structure of latex and I totally improvise. He seems satisfied with my answer but then asks the other student who gives a much more elaborated answer.

I am at a party and notice a beautiful Brazilian girl who is actually pregnant. I then realize that we must be relatives and that is way I am so attracted to her. I get all excited but I am not the father and as I take a second look at her face I don't find her that pretty any longer.  

I am about to go to a check-in with a friend and disguise him like a senior officer. I then tell the hostess that he is actually an important general and she starts writing that on a golden medal with small flags. She didn't even ask any further questions and just gives the medal to him.

I am in a nice cottage in the mountains and check the fences to see a way out on the street. My sister actually comes and tells me that she just exchanged our bikes. She then adds that we have to look after our small cousin and we start running after him to give him two shots of antibiotics.

I am out talking with my old friends about our trip to the States. As we discuss whether or not to rent a car a girl comes with a shelf I made out of biscuits. My friends starts eating it and she comes with an ice cream she did for me. It is not any good but I go in to hug her and she refuses me.

I get in a metro where a famous presenter starts lecturing why we should give up our Internet profiles. I immediately approve but the other students disapprove. He then starts to explain all the side effects of it and I start disapproving while everybody else approves. 

My wife and I get in a boat terminal to check in but the hostess tells us that it is too late. I then try to explain her that we have been queuing for a long time and they should at least reimburse us. She then tells me that they can offer us a room in a motel but we will have to pay for a new ticket.

I am with my high school classmates waiting in the corridor when my son shows up. I don't understand what he is doing there and I catch him with his hand inside the decolletes of a girl with a big breast. He is actually thinking that she is his mother and starts pinching her in a nipple.

I am walk out of a building with a Canadian film maker friend. We discuss about a film we should edit together but I understand that he will be abroad. I then propose to work on the Internet and we get on a car. He puts his big pack in the trunk and I try to make some space but he gets angry.

I am walking with my wife up a mountain opposite to my native highland. We actually meet some natives and I ask them to teach them some words in their language. One of them has actually a workshop where he sculpts wooden furnitures but I only get an apple and greet him in Swedish. 

I walk through a parking lot where some kids are demolishing an expensive car. I seat anyway to film but they soon gather around me and wants to fight. I then stand up and prepare myself to box them but they are not scared. I start hitting a little one in the face but he is not getting hurt.

I am on a car with my wife and drive in the country by an empty warehouse selling camping supplies. It is closed and I wonder what happened to it. My wife is actually on the phone and wants a pen. She is talking with a Russian and cannot understand what he is saying but only draws lines.

I am in a wood on a mountain where I just bought a small property to build a hangar. There is actually already a hangar from the war and a guy is trying the canons. They actually shoot brand new missiles through the roof that is made of fabric but then becomes metal between each shooting.

I meet an art critic who tells me about a laundry machine that shakes the walls of his apartment. We are actually in my new apartment and I show him how I plan to install my work in the living room. As I talk to him I realize that I can make it even bigger by pulling down the bedroom wall.

I am reading a book about two humanists who were dismissed by their rich patron. One of them didn't actually want to leave and kept in his room in the castle. It was not long until a cannon was brought inside the room and instead of shooting it pulled down a net to catch him like an animal.

I am with my old art professor who gives me a disk to retrieve a password. I insert it in my computer and quickly try to find it myself but he tells me to wait. A small closet appears and he tells me to look inside the heaviest drawer but I open it and only find a small imitation of a Russian icon.

I am crossing a park with my kid on my way to take an exam at my new university. I actually meet another colleague who tells me about some texts I have not read. As I tell my kid to speed up so that I have time to prepare my references he climbs across a hill and fall with his head on a rock.

I get in a military base that I don't even have an ID. They let me go in anyway but then an officer takes me back to the exit. On our way I meet my new neighbour who is printing a distorted image of a big glass painted with the face of a Madonna. We actually leave together and bike back home.

I am in an apartment with three girls and one of them decides to put earrings in my ears. I still have a hole in one but the other is closed and she has to pierce it again with a long needle. She actually manages pretty easily but I realize that she has pierced my lower lip instead and she is naked. 

I meet my mother out on a road in the middle of a big swamp and she asks me how I plan to go home. I actually have an old pick up and I get in the back. She starts driving and I hold on to their office chair. They want to get a new one but I find it really nice and made of real leather.

I walk by the art school where I used to teach and quickly get in to say hi to my English supervisor. He is standing in the hallway with other professors and I tell him how it can be used as a room for student opposition. I don't wait for his reaction and just leave for my new job at another school.

I get in a café and find an art critic eating his lunch box in front of the TV. He actually ignores me but I meet three other friends who are going to a porno fair with three girls. I also would like to go but I don't have any money and I tell them that I can't. I see them leaving on an expensive jeep. 

I get in a second hand store and start looking for some used glasses. I find three of the same type and the owner approaches me to ask if I need any forks. He shows me three gold ones and I estimate that they are not so expensive. I even get a discount from his wife but I still can't afford them.

I am in our new apartment with my wife and realize that my Chinese boss is there. I then run out to the forest and climb a hill. He also runs out to his car where his wife and daughter are waiting. As they drive away I try to throw a rock at them but the car is too fast and is coming my direction.

I get imprisoned in a jail by a beautiful blue sea. The guards are two kind middle age women and they put me by a white wall from where I can look out. One of them shows me how to grind a broken glass on the wall. I start to do it but it is too rounded and the edges are too sharp to smooth.

It is very lat at night and I am out of a Russian pub. A beautiful dark hair girl comes out and whispers me that she is going to another café. I then look for it with an old friend and end up in a hotel. I am about to go upstairs where the café is but then realize that she might be with another man.

I am in my son's bedroom playing when an old man approaches with a new born girl. I open the window and he has her to play her with my son. As they are about to leave I ask him if they can keep playing together. He wants to leave the baby for good but I tell him to pick her in the evening.     

I am in the kitchen with my wife when the ceiling starts leaking. I then tell her to follow me upstairs and we check in our neighbours' apartment but it is all dry. As we get back to the kitchen and I start cooking allot of water pours down from some plastic pipes in front of me.

I am eating with my sister who asks me if I know what the Gospel says about marriage. I am actually divorcing from my wife and I ask her if she has ever read the mountain sermon. I don't let her talk and explain to her how one can leave everything behind if he hears a call to become ascetic.

I am walking with a little girl up a mountain and I ask her if she wishes to be on my shoulders. She is not tire and we go up the stairs of a sky lift where I find a man seating with my camera man. I get it back and we try to seat on a sky lift but we would need to cross some crowded boats.

I am at the ocean with my family and we decide to jump in. It is actually a big swimming pool and they are closing but I climb with my son to the ceiling while my wife leaves. Some men come in to exchange weapons and they catch us. I tell them that I am willing to leave but they hold on to us.

I am at the cemetery with my colleagues and I start picking pieces from a rusted grave while one of them tells us a story. It is my Greek friend's turn and he admits to be only an architect. I then stand up to tell them a story of a Mexican artist making fog out of the water used to wash cadavers.

A man goes in a military academy and reads a newspaper article to the the teacher of the young soldiers. It is actually the Nazis' newspaper and he goes through all the pages showing the progress of the war. The article talks about a weapon of mass destruction but they will anyway loose.

I am driving with my wife on a mountain road and suddenly feel my right eye blurry. It is actually an headache and I ask her to drive instead. We then swap places and I eat a piece of milk chocolate with nuts she has. As I chew it I start feeling much better. 


